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A rather unpleasant tactic for getting one's own 
way appears to be coming into vogue with senior 
Union Councillors: that of tiireatening to resign. 
Recently this has been used by Vince FitzGerald, 
the Honorary Treasurer, and by Bob Macleod, Chair-
man of the Union House Committee, 
At the April meeting of Council, the Executive 
moved a recommendation that the Finance Advis-
ory Committee be asked to audit the books of those 
Clubs and Societies which were unable to obtain an 
honorary auditor, Vince FitzGerald, who is Chair-
man of the F.A,C,, said that the Committee was 
already overloaded, and threatened to resign if the 
motion was carried. As a result, the motion was 
withdrawn. 
At the May meeting, Bob Macleod badly bungled 
the presentation of new names for various Union 
Buildings and Rooms. These names had to be 
approved by Council so that the people after whom 
the buildings and rooms were to be named could be 
approached for their consent. Because of the un-
weildiness of some of the names (eg the J.K, Murray 
Union Administration Building) and because of the 
way in which the matter was handled, a number of 
Councillors registered their dissent to the motions, 
although they had no objection to the people after 
whom the areas were to be named, Macleod claimed 
that this was an insult to these people, and threaten-
ed to resign if the dissents were not withdrawn. The 
dissenters withdrew. 
In both these cases a valuable member of Council 
used his value to blackmail Council into taking what 
he considered to be the correct action. In both cases 
there is something to be said for the principle on 
which FitzGerald and Macleod acted. There is noth-
ing to be said for their action. Council is established 
to represent students and to run the Union as it 
sees fit. Officers have a duty to take instructions 
from Council, and not to blackmail it into taking 
instructions from them. 
Semper suggests that the next time an officer 
offers his resignation in a similar manner, Council 
should at once accept it without hesitation. It is 
best to be rid of blackmailers. 
T 
DRUGGIST 
Sirs, 
Your reprinting of the article A Head of Our Times has been 
particularly wejl-timed, for there is at the moment, I believe, some 
agitation at this University in respect of the legalization of the use 
of marijuana. 
However, tlie article, while being ostensibly in support of the use 
of marijuana and the other "soft" drugs, is so full of unsubstantiated 
generalizations and puerile arguments that it must have quite the 
opposite effect to that which was intended, 1 like to think that I 
keep an open mind on questions such as these; but this item has 
goaded mc to take sonic stand on the matter, and my position is now 
one of complete antipathy to the use of drugs in any form whatso-
ever. 
The author (significantly anonymous) made some aUempt to pre-
sent both sides of the argument, for and against: e.g. one of his most 
telling arguments for the use of drugs was that "Millions of .people 
in India, Arabia, Egypt and South America [use marijuana] and they 
can't all be wrong" - reminds you of a soap powder advertisement, 
doesn't it! On tlie otlier hand, he freely admits that the use of drugs 
causes everything from a loss of the conception of reality (elimin-
ation of time sense, he calls it) to paranoid delusions. 
In the interests of fair reporting and the presentation of both 
sides of this argument, I would suggest that you print an article put 
out by the Student tleaith Service entitled Some Comments of 
Marijuana. If for any reason you are unable, or feel it unnecessary, to 
do so, 1 would recommend the June 1968 issue of the Reader's 
Digest to any person who is interested in reading an article in contrast 
to that under discussion. 
Yours faithfully, 
M.J. McLennan 
Med I 
Just to clear up a minor misconception. Semper had no intention of 
puslmg any particular view on drug usage by reprinting this article, 
which was seen as an individual account of experiences with various 
drugs. - Nick 
A n underground newspaper suggested recent-
ly that the marijuana question could easily be 
settled by a joint session of Congress, 
O u r Unabashed Dictionary defines suicide as 
the sincerest form of self-criticism. 
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PETITION 
That Semper Floreat CEASE and FORBID ITSELF from THIS DAY 
forward to print BLACK INK on virgin WHITE PAPER, which we 
feel is an OFFENCE and a CADDISH SLUR on our IMMIGRANT 
COMMUNITY, 
We, THE UNDERSIGNED, so do say - , 
Frank Leopold,Gorm Order, Ron Rubin, Harcount Champion, Harold 
Wilsoon, V.'illiam the Corncorer, Omar Gawd, Ram Shackle (Indian 
student), Handasyde Quigley, Philip McCavity (Dentistry honours), 
R.T. Craftic (Arts student), Gustav Wind (Scandanavian dyspeptic), 
Moses Lawn, Dorian Mode, Heloise Backagain, Paul Bearer (Mortician), 
Evan L. Pugh, Charles Uog, Owen the Rent, Lindsay Doyle (Irish 
greaser), Ugo Betti. Michael Kelly. 
The masthead is white on black. Does that satisfy you feller(s)? - Ed. 
aims 
and 
ENDS 
So Locus came and went, and C,A.A. is minus about $200, 
Congratulations and thanks go Co some, especially the 60 volunteer 
workers, 640 people came, which isn't bad, but unfortunately C,A,A. 
needed 1,000 to even cover costs. Now the organisers arc busy asking 
why it failed, after they sent out thousands of handouts and spent 
SI50 on advertising on radio and TV and in newspapers. It's rather 
a shame that they made no profit - it was quite a good night and 
the bands were beaut, (NB: The Hockey Club held a 60c dance 
a few weeks ago and made considerable profit. Maybe students are 
fed up with expcnswc entertainments - Nick.) 
The forms for the student discount scheme with the Metro should 
be available in about two weeks. The first film to be shown will be 
"Blow Up", around the beginning of My. Bookings are through 
Union Office, 50c per ticket. 
The Job Corps is now operating quite efficiently - the waiting 
list is down to about 50. Over 100 jobs are finished, having been 
reduced at a rate of 5-10 per weekend. 
If you need a job, why don't you read the noticeboards in the 
Union Building? The Union has one board, the University Student 
Employment Officer the other. King Alf doesn't know if students 
are miting for jobs because the Union doesn 't keep lists of these, 
but it is obvious that jobs are badly needed. By the way, Melbourne 
Uni. handles about 5000 jobs a year. 
Do you know that you can travel overseas up to 30 or 40% 
cheaper under the NUAUS Travel Scheme? Group bookings made by 
NUAUS enable University students to travel at low cost to the 
U.S.A., Israel, Europe, South-East Asia, Malaysia, Singapore, Indo-
nesia, Japan, China, Noumea and New Zealand. Information and 
application forms are available from Union Office. 
A recent growl by certain Union Council members - Genesis is 
costing about $160 of precious Union fitnds and the Union budget 
can't afford it. However, Alf says Fedor will be handed a bill for 50% 
of costs. This seems to have placated critics a little, but one Andrew 
Brown still thinks students should be charged 5c for a timetable. 
Alf doesn't agree - he thinks Genesis one of the most important and 
enlightened projects ever, and seems to feel the idea of paying to be 
somewhat besmiching to it. By the my, Alf used his emergency 
powers as President to authorise this. And Genesis would appear to 
be the equivalent of a Renaissance at U.Q.U. 
Jan Hafner 
TONY LOUTIT 
AMP Z 
M5M4 a.h. 702619 
UGLIEST 
bfttst cost, best englM«r> 
»d Mixer In Austratial "K-in-
C i r c l e " Handyman's 
REPURCHASE DEAL cost 36 
cents per wMk for 2 years {Interest free). Ptione . . . 
CtllEMi|ASTCT5-«T7t3» 
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Uni Students get Organized 
Reform 
Alf Nucifora lias ani\ounced the formation of a 
five-man Presidential Coinniissioii to investigate 
possible reformation of some aspects of this Uni-
versity. It is hoped that the next meeting of Union 
Council on June 27 will endorse this project and 
make it a Union Commission, The composition of 
the Commission is, as yet, uncertain, Alf will be on 
it, as President, and probably also the Local Educa-
tion and Welfare Officer. It is hoped also to have 
representatives from the Staff Association, Faculty 
Societies, Radicals, and the Senate. However, anyone 
will have the right to put his or her views forward. 
The overall frame of reference of the Conmiission will be to in-
vestigate the causes of student unrest in large Universities. This un-
rest is world-wide, and lias already broken into violence in the United 
States and Europe. Matters have not got to this stage yet in Aust-
ralia, but there arc signs of unrest at Sydney University, Australian 
Universities are in many ways parallel to those overseas, and inves-
tigation is needed to determine what causes unrest to grow, and wliat 
can be done to prevent this growth. 
The problem will be tackled from a number of angles. Anyone 
who has any suggestions for other questions worth investigation is 
asked to contact Alf. 
The prime point of investigation is tlic possibility of greater student 
control of the University, and to what extent their opinions should be 
sought and relied upon in making decisions on changes. At present 
the Administration here listens to Union representations and is some-
times prepared to act on them. Mowcver, this is largely due to the 
co-operation of the people at present at the top of the Administration. 
Investigation needs to be aimed at the feasibility of widening and 
formalising this consultation. 
Course reformation will also be studied. Many courses arc archaic, 
and do little to fit a graduate for his chosen career. These should be 
modernised. Some new courses could also be implemented; eg. a 
Drama course in the Arts Faculty. Perhaps there could be a greater 
choice of languages for a U.A. (Italian? • Ed.) On the other hand, 
there seems no need for one language unit to be compulsory for a 
U.A. This leads to overcrowding of French I with students who have 
no interest whatsoever in French. 
One of the aspects of the University which can cause the most 
dissatisfaction is the standard to tcacliing. Who would not be dis-
satisfied when confronted by 'a lecturer who stutters so badly that it 
is almost impossible to make any sense of the lecture (Social Econ-
omics), who reads out hand-written extracts from the textbook 
(Physics lb), whose latest reference in a rapidly-changing subject is 
1951 (Macro-economics), or who speaks with a strong foreign 
accent (Zoology I)? 
Semper understands that at present new lecturers get two hours 
training in teaching methods. This hardly seems adequate. It is inter-
esting that many lecturers were among those coniplaining about the 
"eight-week wonders". 
Another contentious issue is student discipUnc. Alf feels tiiat many 
aspects of iliis could be dealt with by students. At present, the Union 
Disciplinary Committee deals with students found misbehaving on 
Union premises. Already this year a number of students have been 
fined. At present, the only means of enforcing penalties imposed by 
this Committee is the threat of Administration action if the matter 
is reported to them. This arrangement could well be formalised, and 
possibly widened to include some offences agamst the University. 
The Commission will be examining Statute 13, which relates to student 
discipline. 
It should not be thought that the Commission will be making 
recommendations for reform without thought of the practical aspects. 
The financial feasibility of any changes will be considered. Changes 
will be looked at in their context, and it is hoped that a plan of action, 
listing priorities, will be the end result. 
When the Commission has prepared a report, it will be presented 
to a Senate sub-committee - either the Combined Advisory Commit-
te or the Senate-Student Committee. This will ensure that the report 
is considered by the Senate. 
Any reader who feels he or she has any useful suggestion to make 
concerning this Commission and its investigation is asked to contact 
Alfas soon as possible. 
Copy for next 
Semper: June 26 
Vic Qld 
Tertiary students at Victoria's non-university in-
stitutions are at present developing a student 
organisation known as V.A.S.T, - the Victorian 
Association of Students of Technology. 
V.A.S,T. represents 25,000 futt-time students studying af Vic-
toria's ten diploma conferring Technical Colleges, and its policies 
are parallel with those of the Victoria Institute of Colleges (V,I,C.) 
VJV.S.T, expects to fulfil a role similar to that undertaken by 
N,U.A,U.S, 
Associated with V.A.S.T. arc the student bodies of the Occu-
pational, Speech and Physiotherapy Colleges, 
Tertiary Technical Colleges have 
recently been emancipated from the 
control and restrictions of the Educa-
tion Department, and are now being 
developed by the Victoria Institute of 
Colleges. V.I.C.'s policy was outlined 
recently by its Vice-President, Dr, P. 
Law, speaking at the Swinburne College 
of Technology. The V.I.C. will "ex-
tend the degree stnicture throughout 
the Colleges, to provide an apex to tlic 
present studies", he said. This Council's 
reasons for pursuing this policy arc 
that they consider the loss of a year 
when transferring from an applied to 
a pure system unfair; also it will 
allow students to continue in their 
chosen discipline. Reflecting on his pro-
posals. Dr. Law said that "people will 
always consider there is a difference 
between degrees and diplomas". Grant-
ing of V.I.C. degrees will change this 
for those individual diplomas deserving 
recognition. Some faculties in certain 
Colleges will never receive degree status 
but this is dcshable as industry will 
still need approximately 4 diplomatcs 
for each graduate. 
The policies of the Victorian and 
Federal Governments decree that the 
V.I.C. Colleges should relieve the strain 
from the universities. As from 1967, 
some of the funds available for tertiar>' 
education in Victoria have been divert-
ed from the universities to the V.I.C. 
Colleges. This is regrettable for the 
universities in the short term, but with 
full V.I.C. control direct Federal aid 
will alter this. 
At present, far from providing 
second rate universities or an mfetior 
system, the Colleges provide an altern-
ative education, one which many ex 
Uni, students have chosen, (viz, 33% 
of Swinburne's full time diploma en-
rolments for 1967 and 29% for 1968). 
V.I.C. development, as outlined by 
Dr. Law, will create institutions "equal 
lo the universities in all ways that 
matter". This encompasses lecturers, 
buildings, and it is hoped, the quality 
of students. Thus the V.I.C, and its 
constituents are vital to tertiary educa-
tion in Victoria, and their progress will 
benefit industry, lecturers, parents and 
students. 
Tlio function of V.A.S.T, is to rep-
resent the students witliin the V.I.C. by 
bringing pressure to bear on the V.I.C. 
Council and the administrations of the 
affiliated colleges. Thus V.A.S.T. will 
ensure future developments will be ui 
the best interests of the students. 
Council 
Meets! 
At the last meeting of Coun-
cil, held on May 30, two 
important policy motions on 
the conscription issue were 
passed. Other motions dealt 
with the destruction of the 
WUS Building in Saigon, and 
a UQU candidate in the next 
State elections. 
The conscription motions read; 
1) "That this Union is opposed to 
attempts byGovcmmentagcncics to 
erode the rights of personal privacy 
by any means, and particulariy de-
plores moves to include provisions 
having this effect in the cunent 
Bill amending the National Service 
Act"; a n d 
2) "That this Union recognises the 
right of individuals to object on 
conscientious grounds to military 
service, cither in general or in a 
particular war, and that this Union 
opposes moves by authorities lo 
coerce or discipline such individuals 
by any means". 
The first motion is concerned with 
the "pimping" provisions in the amend-
ing Act as first presented. At the time 
of writing, the Dill is still being debated 
by the Senate, but it appears that Uni-
versities and other educational institu-
rions will still be forced to give infor-
mation, and that parents can still be 
called before a National Service Board, 
although they can then refuse to ans-
wer questions. 
The second motion is concerned 
whh the fact that, under the present 
law as interpreted by the High Court, 
a person cannot be granted exemption 
from National Service on the grounds 
of his objection to a particular war. 
It is interesting to note that these 
motions were moved by the Executive, 
but were not the product of an unani-
mous Executive decision. It is under-
stood that the main disagrecmcntswerc 
over wording, nol principle. 
As well as this major policy decision 
Council instructed that a letter be 
The first Regional Conference of Queensland Tertiary Students 
was held at the Union over the Queen's Bhthday weekend, and seems 
to have been quite successful. A pcmianent Queensland Conference 
of Tertiary Students was set up, which will meet twice yearly. The 
next meeting will be held at Gatton, 
Representatives from VQU, TownsvilJe University College Union, 
Gatton Agricultural College, both Teacher Training Colleges, and the 
Institutes of Technology at Brisbane, Rockhamplon and Toowoomba 
were present. 
Matters discussed included finance, publications, student union 
organisation, and ways of improving the courses and status of the 
various institutions. The main value of tJic meeting was the advice that 
UQU was able to offer by virtue of the length of time it has been 
operating and the scale of its operations. 
One concrete result which should eventuate is the publication, 
early in third term, of a combined newspaper. All institutions would 
contribute money and articles, and the resulting paper would be 
distributed on all Campuses. 
SLAVERY 
REVISITED 
As an interesting addendum to the article 
"Educated Slavery" in the last Semper, it is of 
note that in the recent Public Service award re-
vision, all classes of public servants were awarded 
substantial increases - all, that is, except the 
graduates who got nothing. Well, that's not quite 
true - tliey received increases varying from noth-
ing to S36 per annum. Clerks in classified 
positions received up to S430 p.a. increases; and 
non-graduates approaching their degrees, classed 
as Technical Assistants got about S200 p.a. Even 
cadets - doing certificate courses at the Q.l.T, 
managed S80 or so. 
This adds insult to injury, as in the last award 
revision 18 months ago the graduates again dipped 
out, practically all of them getting nothing. 
As a result of this inequitable treatment, five 
graduates - all bonded - in one government de-
partment are seriously considering resigning, and 
to hell with the bond! It seems that this is the 
only course open, with static salaries, virtually 
zero chances of advancement and funds for 
research dwindling to laughable amounts. 
written to the National Liberation 
I'ront, C/- Mr. Ho Chi Minh, Hanoi, 
condemning the dcstmction of the 
Saigon WS Building by Vict Cong. 
The building contained some of the few 
constructive activities operated there 
now by an outside body. It provided 
such things as a Ubr;iry and health 
service. It was also a costly buildmg. 
Speakers against the motion pointed 
out that, in the general confusion in 
Saigon, it was very difficult to tell 
who had destroyed the building. One 
speaker suggested that it might have 
been hit by a fallmg F i l l . 
PAID 
At the last meeting of Union Coun-
cil on May 30, Council passed a motion 
agreeing witli the principle of the Pres-
ident taking a year's leave of absence' 
from his studies whilst President, 
A formal application for this ab-
sence has been made to the Admin-
istration, and from unofficial conver-
sation it seems likely that this request 
will be granted. 
If approved, the Union will insist 
that future Presidents take advantage 
of this leave of absence. There will 
thus be a full-time President. 
One problem arising from tills is that 
the President obviously has to eat and 
clothe himself. At present, he is given a 
$200 allowance, which does not go 
anywhere near covering costs. Alf est-
imates he has already spent $700+. 
The President will have to be pud, 
and the salary will probably be around 
$2000 p.a. 
Approaches arc being made to bus-
iness houses and foundations in an 
attempt to have the Presidency spon-
sored. 
If these attempts arc unsuccessful. 
the Union will have to pay the Pres-
ident's salary from its own funds. This 
could lead to considerable strain on its 
resources. 
It is hoped that the Union will 
obtain great benefit from having a full-
time President, in terms of greater con-
centration of effort. 
This would seem to depend very 
much on tlic quality of future Pres-
idents. A bad full-time President might 
be much worse than a good studymg 
President. 
Anyway, it is difficult to see how 
anyone could put in much more time 
than Alf is doing at the moment. 
Council also considered endorsing 
a candidate for the forthcoming State 
Government elections, but deferred a 
final decision until the next meeting 
on June 27. Many difficulties were 
envisaged: 
a) will this be taken by the pubhc as 
a Commcm-type prank? 
b) will the candidate hunself see it as 
such? 
c) will he be a Union sponsored candi-
date, pushing Union views? Or not? 
d) how will it be financed? 
c) how will tlie candidate be con-
trolled, and if controlled by the 
Union will this restrict him too 
sevcrly? \ 
0 what happens to the Union's obli-
gation to stay out of party politics? 
Speakers for the motion stressed 
that such a candidate would provide 
a great opportunity for the Union 
to have its viewpoints on matters 
such as education put forward to a 
large public,3s he could well attract 
considerable Press coverage, 
mm 
WANTED to buy or hire Econ HI 
external notes. Forrest - 701138 
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Civil Liberties 
c'i' the Uni in Society 
The recent civil-liberties uprising in Queensland has served to bring to the surface some grave mis-
conceptions of the aims of a University education held by certain members of the government and of 
the public. In particular, the expression by some politicians of an abhorrance of students who think 
rather than obey without question makes us wonder just what is the Governments concept of the 
aims of University education. 
Surely a higher education should return to well authenticated 
facts, use the most basic of principles, and accept nothing at face 
value,That is, one should adopt the questioning attitude of Socrates, 
who professed both personal ignorance and a willingness to learn. 
We might say that these idealistic sentiments are all very fine for 
the academic, but arc hardly applicable to the student who sees 
his university career as little more than an interlude between school 
and job, in which a degree is gained and some useful technical skills 
mastered. But not all students can be described either as purely 
academic, being cne of those to whom the course studied is of no 
direct vocational significance, or as purely vocational, being one ol 
those wishing to absorb the technical skills and that specialized 
knowledge needed for the job in mind. In addition to these there is a 
third category which is comprised of all who are both motivated by an 
ambition for a particular type of vocation, to which their university 
studies must have some direct significance, and who are amenable to 
the development of a liberal outlook on the whole of life. 
It is my conjecture that the typical Australian science student 
docs have a desire to develop his critical facilities and his cultural 
and social awareness. The extent to which these facilities arc devel-
oped will depend to a considerable degree on the intellectual stim-
ulation or intellectual stagnation induced by his course, or more 
particulariy, by the attitudes of his lecturers to the teaching of 
their subjects. 
In this broadening of the students' horizons, university staff 
have a responsibility, not only to tiic individual student but also to 
the society as a whole. However, society in general and the business 
community, in particular, in continually pressing the universities 
hard for more people with little more than the intricate technical 
skills and the highly specialized knowledge needed for the mainten-
ance of the affluent machine-age economy. Consequently there is a 
strong temptation for the univenitics to neglect, or even to forget, 
the demands for a liberal education in which an understanding of 
people, more than of anything else is taught, and through which an 
appreciation of the value of individuals indcpendant of their contri-
bution to the gross national product is imbued. 
It would be an cgalitarionism that was taken to absurd extremes, 
as it is in some parts of the United States to suggest that all would 
benefit from a university course. Yei it is imperative to the mainten-
ance of our liberal democracies that some be given the opportunity 
not merely to Icam a highly developed trade, but to relate their 
specializations to a system of moral values whose merit is a matter 
of personal conviction. 
So many of our community, including politicians, are so deeply 
immersed in the wonics of business and in the maintenance of 
vested interests, and, unless someone is set aside, for a time, to 
examine constructively the direction in which the commercial 
struggle is taking us and to consider the worth of the moral value 
system in which it purports to operate then we may well plunge 
unknowingly towards our own destruction, be it moral or physical. 
If the University docs not perform the necessary function of social 
watchdog, then no one will, for very few others have the freedom 
from financial worry, the Uained intelligence, and the equipment 
needed for this. 
The conflicting demands of commercial society and of the in-
tellectual's responsibility to that society, throws course planners, 
students and Vnivctsity Teachers into a dilemma. It is here that we 
find that the old Oxford concept of a university course, having a 
content which is almost completely irrelevant to any commercial 
occupation, but through the study of which one developed a sharp 
intelligence, falls far short of solving our problem. 
The best solution to the dilemma is seen in a balanced course, 
which, while comprising a large amount of penalized knowledge, 
has this presented in such a way that the intelligence is challenged 
to the greatest possible extent. It is not so much tn the content of the 
course as in the dialogue taking place between teacher and student 
that the mental challenge is made. In most Australian Universities 
the monologue delivered by the teacher is indicitive of the failure 
of our courses to live up to the true ideals of higher education. 
In a number of southern Universities, the evil of departmentalism 
which results in the compartmcntalization of knowledge, has been 
attacked through the provision of a general education course in which 
science students must study some of the humanities and arts students 
some of the sciences. But it is the compulsion which is of very 
doubtful value here, as the supcrricial cramming of a course in 
English literature is going to do very little good. Yet it is import-
ant that we realize that the truth is many-sided and that something 
of the other sides must be grasped if we are not to be intolerable and 
intolerant towards other specialists. 
The Community in Brisbane, in insisting that the university 
people have no right to be interested in and concerned about 
matters of national importance, is showing a patronizing disregard 
of the central part that must be played in a free progressive society 
by a university and by enlightened criticism in general. As long as 
such criticism remained honest, did not pander to popular sentiment, 
and stayed away from exhibitionism, which can do nothing but 
harm, these people were exercising their role as keepers of the 
nation's conscience, or as the modem-day Socrates, and were pro-
viding the justification for a higher education that is more than 
merely technical. 
Criticism, whether personal or social, and change are always 
dangerous, uncomfortable and risky, but without it the moral prin-
ciples we arc supposed to be governed by would quickly degenerate 
into well rationalised expediencies. It is, then, the responsibility 
of both students and lecturers to make the most of their oppor-
tunities to develop a critical attitude to everything, not only for 
the sake of their richer penonal development but also for the sake 
of a healthier and more tolerant society. 
IAN STORY 
National Director 
National Science Faculty Association 
Watkins Goes Wild 
Remember 'The War Game"? Yes, that nauseating pint-sized epic 
that brought deserved notoriety to director Peter Watkins. Well, 
he's back again with another 'message' film in the form of "Priv-
ilege" (Cariton Theatre, 31 May to 7 June),' 
This film, like Watkins' previous rungs {The War Game and 
Ctdlodcn) up the ladder of success, is to be recommended to all 
cincmaniacs. Not because it is necessarily a good film, but because 
it is a very interesting work. Very interesting by showing the latest 
progress of Watkin's cinematic development. 
l-'cd up wilh monocliromc, Watkins turns to colour. And bDcomcs, 
literally, "colourful" ("colour-drunk"). Privilege is a beautiful film 
when considered as an exercise in colour form and its manipulation, 
Colours are employed seemingly on a random basis, the colour com-
binations not being used to produce mood as in Lumet's The Group 
and Loscy's Accident for example, but as combinations for their 
own colourful sake. That is, Watkins is engaging in "Free Expression" 
(Miko Kelly, Kinacsthetic Club, etc, please note.) 1 am convinced 
that the film would affect mc just as n)ucli out of focus as in focus. 
In fact, it might even be more attractive from the colour angle. 
As for Ihc sound track, 1 would turn it off. The need for it to 
supplcmeiit the acting, develop the plot, or even explain out-of-focus 
colour images, is quite limited. 
The primary actors are Paul Jones, originally a pop singer, and Jean 
"the Shrimp" Shrinipton, originally a model. Doth should return to 
their original professions. 
An idealistic question of the "Where arc wc going to?" type 
provides the Ihcinc for the plot. Fortunately theme is not so involved 
in the plot as in The War Game, and in fact traces of a definite 
story exist. 
The story concerns the near future. A pop singer {Paul Jones) 
is used as a psychological instrument to control the emotions and 
reactions of liritain's teenage populaUon. A female artist (Jean Shrim-
pton) is commissioned to paint our hero. Infiuenced by conscience 
and his ncwly-formcd relationship (rather indefinite) he rebels. And 
that's it. 
' Watkins continues in his use of the newsrecl technique in 
Privilege, but to less effect than in 7Vje War Game and Cullodcn. 
(1 was becoming bored with it anyway.) His handling of colour, 
1 repeat, is exceptional but lacks pattern. Should Watkins acquire 
depth in his colour usage, and I am convinced he will, excellent 
footage should be forthcoming. 
E.C.ll. 
Get folked 
Pnintccily, it is concerning that great expansive plane known as Folk 
Music, which, for so many years in Brisbane, hasalniost been ofl'limils. 
Ilic coming year will sec this idea leave by ihc back door. 
During Easter, 1969, Brisbane has been given the task, the honour, 
of carrying on what is fast bccoinuig an Australian tradition, and that 
is, holding Aiisir.-ilia's .injiual Folk Music Festival right here in this 
city. Melbourne, for ilic past two years has been host for the Festival, 
jHul ill doing so, h.-is given the Folk movement its greatest boost here 
in all litnc. The first one was good; the second better! Now, the Port 
Phillip Coinniitiec has made way for Brisbane to stage the third 
I'tsiival under the name of The Morelon Bay Folk Fesiival 1969. 
Proceedings are, by now, well under way in so much as the Festival 
Conimiitce Secretary, Mr. Bob Michell, has announced that he has 
completed negoiiaiions whh the Queensland University Union to lioki 
the Festival in the Uni Union buildings during the Easter weekend 
1969. Progress, too, is evident in the arrangement of the programme 
which will encompass discussions, lectures, workshops and concerts 
(large and small) on .ill Jicndcniic and musical aspects of Folk life. 
These will be presented by many of the best known and most well 
informed authorities and performers associated with Folk today. 
The Festival Organisation is planning many related functions 
aimed at makjeig people aware of the presence of Folk and of the 
approaching Festival. News of these happenings will, of course, leak 
out. General information concerning the Fesiival will be published 
.igain in this magazine, in Universities all over Australia, and in all 
nationwide media. As well as this, the Organization is issuing a regular 
Festival Newsletter lo all interested parlies, telling of progress to date, 
plans for the future and our wish lo employ the support of many 
people, the land over (especially Universities), 
Anyone at ail concerned about the betterment of folk music for 
Australia is urged to attend Fesiival general meetings (notices for 
which will appear on campus) and to take an active part in helping 
pay a debt to ourselves — a debt long overdue. 
SLLIE LAVELLB 
Theatrical Agency 
Package Shows 
All types acts 
Bands,Strippers» 
PHONE 79 2265 
FAZE 11 
Dancers 
2 5909, 2 8670 
FOR YOUR MUSICAL 
•NTERTAINMCNT 
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Time it wa.s, 
AntJ what a time it was. 
It was 
A time of innocence, 
A time of confidences. 
Long ago , , , it must be . . . 
I have a pliotograpii. 
Preserve your memories; 
They're all that's left you. 
The words of the Bookends Theme from Simon and Garfunkcl's 
new album give some idea of the direction taken by the first side in 
particular. The two sides are different in character. The first fonns 
a cohesive whole, giving a series of folios of American civilization, 
with bookends at each end. The second docs not hold together as 
well, as it has to accommodate Fakin' it and Mrs. Robinson, both 
recorded before the rest of the album. 
Side One opens with an instrumental Bookends Theme, a quiet 
acoustic guitar statement. With a fuzz bass and a crash. Save the Life 
of My Child follows immediately. This song observes a suicide 
(attempt?), and reactions to it, which range from the mother's des-
perate plea to save her child, to the crowd cheering "in an atmos-
phere of freaky holiday". The refrain Is accompanied by a soaring 
vocal chorus that almost puts A Day in the Life to shame. The 
mood set by the music is in strange contrast to the mood of the 
lyric. 
As Save fades out, America fades in, with gentle humming. This 
very delicate song tells the thoughts of two people - Kathy and the 
singer - travelling by Greyhound bus to look for America. The 
thoughts seem largely inconsequential, but make quiet comment on 
the US life and attitudes. 
After a pause to light a cigarette, Overs follows. This is another 
soft song, which meditates on the end of a marriage: 
"Why don't we stop fooling ourselves? 
The game is over. 
Over. 
Over. 
"We might as well be apart. 
It hardly matters, 
We sleep separately. 
And drop a smile passing in the hall 
Hut there's no laughs left 
'Cause we laughed them all." 
Overs is possibly the best individual song on the album and, to me, 
represents a high point in Paul Simon's writing. The printed words 
form beautiful verse, which seems impossible to fit to music, and yet 
when sung the words and music form an almost perfect whole. 
It is followed by Voices of Old People, which is a series of record-
ings made by ArtGarfunkel in New York and Los Angeles. A number 
of senior citizens talk about their life, and in doing so give further 
comment on the American scene. Typical comment: "God forgive 
me, but an old person without money is pathetic." 
Old Friends starts with very quiet strings (arranged by Jimmy 
Haskell) which increase in volume throughout the song. The words 
portray the loneliness of old age, and ask compassion from the 
young - they will be old one day. 
"Can you imagine us 
Years from today. 
Sharing a park bench quietly? 
How terribly strange 
To be seventy," 
The string crescendo of Old Friends, sounding rather like early 
Stravinsky, continues without break into the reprise of the Bookends 
TIteme, diminishing in volume, until it disappears as the vocal 
starts. The words follow on from Voices of Old People, being a 
series of thoughts that might be thunk by an elderiy person. 
And that's Side One. Each track is, in itself, a gem. But above this 
is the effect of the side as a whole. This is something which is hard 
to put into words. The songs take a look, basically humanitarian, at 
American society as it exists. Unhappily, American society is un-
likely to listen to the words. 
Side Two is rather different. The five songs are all pleasant, but 
they don't hold together, and none individually reach the standard of 
Overs 01 America. The side opens with Fakin' it, which was issued as 
a single some months ago and received some airplay. A very loud 
twangy electric guitar opens, followed by words which presumably 
mean something. 
Comes now Punky's Dilemma - a fun song. The words have 
either no meaning or a deep meaning, but what the heck? 
"1 prefer boyscnberry 
More than any ordinary jam. 
I'm a "Citizens for lioyscnbcrry Jam" fan. 
Ah, South California!' 
The middle song of the side is Mrs. Robinson from the film The 
Graduate. This track is currently No 1 in the States and is getting 
considerable airplay here (even on 4IPI). .Maybe ihe film would add 
some intelligibility to the words, but until it comes you'll have lo 
figure ihein out on your own. 
The ne.Nt song,/I Hazy Shade of Winter, has some quite delicate 
words which again deal with age and opportunities lost: 
"lime, see what's become of me 
While I looked around for my possibilities 
I was so hard to please. 
Look around. 
Leaves are brown 
And sky is a hazy shade of winter." 
It seems odd that words such as these should be set to a robust 
rock tunc, which detracts from them and almost nullifies their 
impacl, 
At the Zoo, the last song, is another fun tunc. Virtues and vices 
arc allocated to the various animals, on a basis known only to Paul 
Simon. 
"Monkeys stand for honesty. 
Giraffes arc insincere. 
And the elephants arc kindly but 
They're dumb. 
Orangutangs are skeptical 
Of changes in their cages. 
And the zookecper is very fond of rum. 
Zebras are reactionaries. 
Antelopes are missionaries, 
Pigeons flock in secrecy. 
And hamsters turn on frequently. 
What a gas! You gotta come and .see 
At the zoo." 
Is there some hidden meaning behind these characteristics, or were 
they just the first things to enter Simon's mind? Who knows? Who 
cares? It's a happy song. 
The album reviewed is an American Columbia import. Local 
release on CBS is expected soon. At present, following the release of 
the film The Graduate, in which Simon and Garfunkel appear, they 
dominate the US bestsclling album chart; No / is Bookends; 2, 
The Graduate soundtrack; 3, Parsely, Sage, Rosemary and Thyme; 4, 
Sounds of Silence. Oddly, Wednesday Morning 3 am makes no 
appearance in (he top 20 LPs. 
The American album comes complete with a wall poster (on dis-
play in tlie Music Room unless it has been stolen), and is released in 
stereo only. The complete words are printed on the back of the cover. 
This seems rather unnecessary because of their clear enunciation, 
but is preferable lo the revolting blurb usually found, or even worse, 
details of "other records you are sure to like". The recording quality 
is excellent, with clean treble and very little tape hiss. Whether the 
Australian pressing will be as good when released is doubtfuL Stereo 
is used intelligently, with no attempt at gimmickry, but with a good 
spread where appropriate. Production is c.Kcellcnt, with no audible 
splices. 
The record is probably the best yet by Simon and Garfunkel. It's 
a gas! You gotta go and hear. 
BOOKENDS/SIMON & GARFUNKEL. US Columbia stereo only 
KCS 9529. Lyrics copyright 1967, 1968 by Paul Simon. World 
rights controlled by Charing Cross Music. Union Record Library 
NoFPS2d, 
N.P.B. 
More Reviews: 
pages 8&9 
Indonesia, Cambodia, Malaysia, Singapore 
Tours depart Dec. and Jan. All inclusive 
costs including airfares from $530,00. 
Details :-
Whiplash Travel Service Pty. Ltd., 
622 St. Hilda Road, Melbourne. 
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The Drift 
to 
During the la.st six years or so, there has been a 
change in enrolnient patterns in Australian Uni-
versities - a change which has been called, more 
for convenience than as an accurate description, 
"the drift to the Arts", This drift has been noted 
and examined by Professor J,B. Thornton of the 
School of the History and Philosophy of Science, 
and Dean of the Faculty of Arts at the University 
of New South Wales. In this article, reprinted 
froni'Tharunka", the drift is examined by Dave 
Armstrong, an Arts III student at U.N.S,W,, who 
has tutored in H.P.S, 
Professor Thornton first commented on this pheno-
menon at an occasional address given at a Science gradu-
ation ceremony on 2nd May, 1968 and, more fully, at a 
symposium on Science and Society at the Australian 
Academy of Science at Canberra In May, 
According to Professw Thornton since 1962 "the 
telath e^ popularity of science and science based studies 
has suffered a marked decline among senior secondary 
school students and among new undteigraduates; there 
has consequently been a dbrift of new undergraduates 
from such fields as Applied Science and pure science and 
engineering to the humanities, to the social sciences and 
to commercial studies". (From an address to be publish-
ed later this year in the Australian Journal of Science), 
As stated above, mainly for convenience this drift 
from science-based faculties to the humanities, social 
sciences and commercial subjects is referred to as "the 
drift from Science to Arts," 
ENROLMENTS 
In 1962 the total number of new undergraduates in 
all Australian universities was approximately 14,500. Of 
these new undergraduates 53,4% enrolled in "arts" and 
46,6% enrolled in "science". In 1966 the total was more 
than 22,000 and the proportions were 59,4% in arts and 
40.6% in the sciences - a drift of 6%. 
In this time the absolute number of new students in 
both categories increased quite substantially - by more 
than 2,000 in the sciences and by more than 5,000 in 
arts. The drift from science to arts has, however, been 
marked and the change in the proportion of students 
choosing arts has been at a fairly constant rate, giving 
grounds for assuming that this process might continue. 
The figures for new enrolments in 1967 show an 
even greater change. Of the more than 20,000 new under 
graduates 37.6% opted for the sciences while 62,4% 
chose the arts. It appears from these figures that the drift 
is actually accelerating, although this may be a rather 
false conclusion to draw as 1967 enrolments in New 
South Wales anyway, consisted of people who sat for the 
last Leaving Certificate and were, perhaps, different 
from the normal stream of students. It is saft to say that 
the trend continued and quite possibly accelerated m 
1967. 
OTHER COUNTRIES 
It also appears that this is a trend common to the 
"Western" worid. An english post-graduate student at 
this university said that English universities have been 
concerned about this phenomenon for the last ten years. 
In 1965 the Council for Scientific Policy in Britain estab-
lished a committee to enquire into the nutter. 
The committee studied subject patterns in sixth form 
at high schools and new enrohnents in universities. At 
the high school level the proportion of students doing 
science courses fell from 42% to 32% between 1962 and 
1967, while the proportion doing "non-science" courses 
rose from 58% to 68%. The committee also discovered 
that the absolute number of new science specialists has 
actuaUy Dallen since reaching a peak in 1964. 
At the university entrance level, the proportion of 
students enrolling m sciences has fallen from 46% in 
1962 to 40.6% in 1966 - a decline very close to that 
experienced in Australian universities. 
There is also evidence to show that this same drift 
has been occurring in several European countries and in 
the United States. It appears that this falling off in the 
number of science specialists in the U,S. is one of the 
more important reasons for the "Brain Draui" of scien-
tists from Canada, Europe and, to a lesser extent, Aust-
rdia, to the United States. 
On the basis of this evidence it seems extremely 
likely that this trend in enrolments is not a local or pass-
mg phenomenon. It appears that the drift is, to quote 
Professor Thornton, "something pervasive, deep-seated 
and continuuig". 
REASONS 
In an effort to discover some of the reasons for this 
change in student attitudes, Professor Thornton asked 
students doing History and Philosophy of Science I - an 
almost compidsory Arts I subject at this university, to 
inform him of their reasons for doing Arts. Professor 
Tliomton particularly desired answers from those stud-
ents who had matriculated for science but had chosen to 
study Arts. 
The result was that 120 students (about 12% of Arts 
I enrolments) answered the request. The reasons given 
for transfering to Arts were, to say the least, surprising. 
A few students said that they were attracted by the 
increasing vocational opportunities for those who major-
ed in the sodal sciences. A small number replied that 
they were "hopeless at science" and had no alternative. 
An overwhelming majority however, replied that 
they were dissatisfied with science and the way that ii is 
taught. Hiey were dissatbfied with the (in many ways 
necessary) dogmatic nature of the traching of science 
partknilariy the way science was tau^t as a conglomerat-
ion of facts to be learnt and churned up to examiners, 
facts that were never questioned or argiMd about. These 
students said that they wanted to do Arts irrespective of 
the job opportunities, hi order to be able to "do some of 
their own thinkmg", to be able to engage m "free en-
quiry" and "debate and arpiment" and not have their 
interests stifled by a dogmatic and authoritarian science. 
Naturally, these students did not want careers in fields 
which they regarded as intellectually stiflmg. 
As about 12% of Arts 1 students answered Professor 
Thornton's request, it would appear certain that among 
these were nearly all of the marginal 2% or 3% of stud-
ents who "made the change". It would also appear pos-
sible that this marginal percentage of students, is in fact, 
increasing. 
The answers of those first year Arts students cones-
pond fairly closely with the findings of the British Com-
mittee referred to earlier which reported: "We strongly 
suspect that the root causes may Ik more deeply in the 
individual, m the attractiveness and relevance of science 
as it is widely presented in the middle stages of second-
ary education, and in the beliefs (whether or not borne 
out in fact) about the kinds of careers that lie ahead in 
science and technology." 
Also relevant here are the results of a survey taken 
among young English students regarding the "image" of 
the scientist. It was discovered that these students re-
garded being a scientist as "square". 
Science, it seems, has supplanted religion as being 
the squarest and most irrelevant of activities. 
Tlie old romantic image of the scientist as one who 
makes new and exciting discoveries for the benefit of 
mankind appears to have been superseded by a perhaps 
sli^tly more realistic idea of a man who works within 
a limited field and does boring experiments, the results of 
which he probably knows beforehand. This is, of course, 
not true of all scientists, but it is true of a large number 
of men and women who graduate with a pass degree. 
SCIENTISTS 
All this presents a serious problem, not only for 
those in mdustry who require scientists, engineers, archi-
tects, and technologists but also for those concerned with 
national development and national interests. For while 
the number of graduates from science based faculties has 
not yet come to a standstill, or been actually decreasmg, 
the rate of increase in the number of science graduates is 
not growmg as fast as is desired, nor does it seem that it 
will in the near future. 
The drift away from the sciences also poses problems 
for those who are concerned with science as an import-
ant part of education and an important aspect of modem 
culture. As a valuable element m education and culture, 
science deserves to be regarded with greater esteem than 
it has been. 
Both of these problems requue solutions and it seems 
that the real problem - that of the manner of sdentific 
teaching is thrown square^ m the collective hip of the 
science teachers. Because of the nature of science and 
sdentific advancement, theirs is a decidedly difficult 
tadc. 
It is ahnost impossible to do away with the authori-
tarian nature of science, for this is one of the important 
ways in which scientific progress occurs. Certain things 
in science, once they are assumed to be true are used as a 
basis for more discoveries and it is not until many excep-
tions to the discovery are found that its whole basis is 
questioned. 
This is necessary because if certain basic facts were 
not regarded as established then no detailed, related re-
search would be carried out. 
This is a very simplified account of the process of 
scientific advancement but something of this order is 
characteristic of all the more mature natural sciences. 
The problem for teachers is to present necessarily 
dogmatic subjects in a less dogmatic manner. Their pro-
blem is increased by the sheer volume of scientific dis-
coveries, many of which are important enough to be 
included in a students' aheady overcrowded course. The 
teacher and student are cau^t in a vicious circle; the 
students have to know more facts (all of which are ultimf-
ately questionable) before he can even begm to question 
any specific £act and the teacher roust make sure that be 
knows the large quantity of cuiraitly accepted facts so 
that he can. pass exams and go on to higher study or per 
haps, research. 
Perhaps part of a solution lies vn the possibility of 
teaching more of the History of Science and the Philo-
sophy behmd it. This would at least show students that 
science is an evolving process and is not quite as dogma 
riddled as it may seem. 
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UNIVERSITIES 
Although this difficulty with the teachmg of science 
is not quite as bad in universities (partly because it is 
taught at a higher level and in a slightly less dogmatic 
way, but mamly because students, having chosen to do 
science are committed to their studies) the drift to arts 
does confront universities with some fundamental prob-
lems. 
Generally speaking, Australian universities tend to 
have a scientific and technological bias. Their very exis-
tence tends to be justified in the eyes of the majority of 
the community and often in the eyes of the universities 
themseKes, m terms of the number of scientifically tram-
ed people they can produce to further the interests of 
society and the nation. To a great extent, the old univer-
sity ideal of the search for knowledge in the free and 
unfettered interplay of ideas, are subordinated to the 
demands of society. 
This is more true of the University of New South 
Wales than of any other Australian university. In a letter 
published elsewhere in this issue, Professor Baxter out-
lines the pressures on a university to produce graduates 
whose degrees are "useful" and with some employment 
value. In his letter the Vice-dhancellor places the blame 
for the university's approach to education on the com-
munity - who expects trained graduates, the professors 
and the students, who want degrees with some employ-
ment value. 
Professor Baxter neglects to mention that this is also 
liis view of how a university should be organised and run 
(as he stated in an address given to the S,C.M, last year). 
The whole basis of this univerity's approach to educat-
ion, particularly on the part of the administration, is that 
students should be tauglit the facts which will enable 
them to take a useful place in society and their various 
professions. 
As the drift to the arts continues the university will 
be forced to drastically re-think its approach to teaching. 
The admmistration and many academics will have to real-
ise that the science courses orientated as they are to pro-
ducing professional men by inculcating the relevant facts 
are plainly unpopular and the university wiU not produce 
sufficient trained graduates. 
Courses will have to be organised in such a way as to 
be far more intellectually stimulatuig than they are at 
the moment. This might mean that some industrially 
orientated subjects will have to be discontinued. Certain-
ly it does mean that the uitellectual content of many 
courses will have to be raised, probably at the expense of 
more "practical" matters. 
Undoubtedly one of the duties of universities is to 
produce trained, educated graduates for industry. But this 
should not be allowed to be a factor of overriduig im-
portance m planning university courses. In the future, 
perhaps, the emphasis will have to be more strongly on 
the education as distinct from the training of graduates 
than it is today. This would ahnost certainly mvohre no 
great loss to industry — mdeed it will have important 
long term benefits - but this process will also reqmre 
that society realises that universities are not simply a 
vocational training institution. 
At present, the method of giving some sort of broad 
education to those involved in vocation-orientated cour-
ses is by arranging compulsory, meffective and compara-
tively useless courses in the humanities. Generally speak-
ing, these courses are of little value and most students 
resent having to take them. Perhaps it would be better to 
offer as an altemarive to humanities, courses which will 
assist students m science-based faculties to understand 
their disciplines more - courses such as the Sociology of 
Science, Sociology of Medicine, History of Science and 
Technology and the Philosophy of Science, These cour-
ses, if properly handled, could assist students in theh 
enquiry into their disciplines and the search for know-
ledge while at the same time helping the university fulfill 
its other function of providing graduates with some tech-
nical knowledge. 
Professor Baxter also writes in his letter: "Even cour-
ses which are not preparing students for the more straiglU 
laced professions are expected to meet standards of 
knowledge and competance, by the student who takes 
them, so that they may have a marketable value in the 
employment field afterwards," 
Presumably Professor Baxter is here talking about 
arts students. While it is true that arts students often 
complain (usually in their final year) that their degrees 
won't be of much value, it is rare indeed that such stu-
dents demand vocationally orientated courses. Indeed, 
many of the students who answered Professor Thornton's 
request for information, stated that they realised tliat 
their job opportunities would be extremely limited but, 
that they wanted to study arts anyway. 
It is difficult to know what effect, if any, an increa-
sed number of arts students will have on courses. One 
possible change arises from the fact that many of the 
students now doing arts study one or more of the social 
sciences. Consequently, they will leam much about 
science and scientific method from these studies. It is 
possible therefore, that HP,S. 1, will in the future, not 
be compulsory, but could be offered as an option along 
with the natural and social sciences. 
Professor Thornton however, has pointed to the im-
portance of the period studied in HP,S, 1, with regard to 
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the natural sciences, the social sciences and the Arts, and 
through these, our modem culture. He has stated that he 
will review the situation with regard to the compulsory 
nature of H.P.S. 1, but sees no reason for change at the 
moment. 
A possible effect of an influx of students into the 
social sciences could be the disintergration of the trad-
itional Faculty of Arts uito Schools of Humanities and 
Schools of Social Sciences. 
Tills has already happened in some universities, par-
ticularly at postgraduate level. 
Some academics feel that the study of the social 
sciences could be facilitated if these disciplines were 
grouped, with consequent increased opportunity for 
cross-discipUne cooperation. 
It has even been suggested that in the future there 
could be Schools of "Life Sciences", consistuig of the 
social sciences together with Biology and Zoology. It has 
been pointed out that biologists and zoologists are need-
ing to know more about psychology and sociology in 
order to study effectively many aspects of animal behav-
iour, and it is thought that consequently these natural 
sciences are moving closer to the social sciences. 
If this splitting of the Arts Faculties should occur, it 
would however, be possible for students to choose some 
courses from one school while majoring in subjects in the 
other, 
STUDENT POWER 
One way in wliich the presence of large numbers of 
arts undergraduates on campus could affect attitudes 
witliin the universities is througli the so-called "student 
power" movements, 
"Student power" it seems is somewhat of a misno-
mer, particularly when applied to Australian universities, 
but if properly organised, students could come to exer-
cise quite a lot of influence on university policy. 
There are a number of ways in which Arts students 
could be increasingly important m such movements. 
First, there is the traditional reason given for the involve-
ment of Arts students in extra-curricular affairs - they 
have more spare time. 
The second reason is that the "marginal" students 
who compose the "drift" tend to be the sort of people 
who don't uncritically accept authority, and will be 
more Ukely to act to elimuiate problems they see. 
Thirdly, as stated before, many of the newly-enrolled 
arts students are studying the social sciences. This helps 
to give them the insight to understand problems and the 
language to articulate them, 
A brief look at some of the overseas student power 
revolts shows that Arts students, sodal sdentists among 
them have been in the forefront. At Berkeley, although 
there is no direct evidence, the impression that observers 
gained was that most of the students in the revolt were 
studying social sdences, while it is clear that the majority 
of the academics who supported the students were social 
scientists. 
It is certain that the majority of students who were 
mvolved in the riotuig at the London School of Econo-
nomics last year were social sdentists, as were most of 
staff who supported them. It is also tme that the student 
revolts in Paris were led by students from the Liberal Arts 
Annexe of the Sorbonne. 
While not wanting to suggest that we shall see stud-
ent revolts of that sort in Australia, it does seem more 
than hkely that the sonialled "student power" groups 
will continue to grow, that Arts students will account for 
a disproportionate amount of their membership, and 
that these groups will come to exerdse a great deal of 
influence in the runmng of university affairs. 
The drift to the arts is something which has only 
recently been noted in Australia. Because of the mag-
nitude of this trend, the problems it exposes and the 
implications it involves, it is certamly something which 
will be of importance to Australian universities, and to 
society in the future. 
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* DUPLICATING (W* B I M hava • tap*-
rKordar snd photocopy machine) 
KEY PERSONNEL TRAINING COURSES: 
•SECRETARIAL COURSE 
•TYPING OR SHORTHAND CLASSES 
•RECEPTION/SWITCHBOARD COURSE 
•ACCOUNTING MACHINE COURSE 
•COSMETIC COURSE 
This tralnlni could be the inswer to stcurlng work in 
the vacitlon periods and wt may bt able to help ynu 
In this direction also, 
Phont 31 ISM or a lUI 
KEY PERSONNEL PTY. LTD. 
3fd Fliir, Pridtcin ft Glflriu' lalKm, Itt limi ttmt, (lly 
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MEMORANDUM TO ^..?.l ^i^Mp-t^... 
SUBJECT L^.f^. -he h^.!r^:. 
(KL-^<I (brt Pk^-k ^ ih. 
©pera '68 
RIPPIHG THE BYRD 
It is somewhat of a paradox that the liyrds gel better a.s the 
group gets smaller. A couple of years ago Gene Clark left to go out 
on his own and late last year leader Jim McGuInn threw David Crosby 
out because of tension in Ihc group. Now only guitarist McGuiiin. 
electric bassist Chris llillman and drummer .Mick Clark remain. Ihe 
instrumental and songwritiiig capacity of these three has improved 
incredibly over the years, and now they say and do things with subtle 
and polished perfection. Their new American release, "Ihc Notorious 
Byrd Hrothcrs", is so far ahead of anything they have done before 
that Ihe rest doesn't matter. 
Perhaps as a word of warning to anyone listening to this record 1 
might say that in all probability you will not be impressed with it at 
first hearing, but after the third or fourth playing you won't want to 
turn it off. 
Side one is the major section of the album. There is a consistent 
theme running throughout of a man's search for contentment, and 
continuous tracking reinforces the relationship between the different 
klcas, 
Artificial Energy tells of disillusionment with the use of drugs. 
The lyrics arc deliberately unsubtle, and the backing of harsh brass. 
thumping electric bass and drums creates Ihc crude, unreal atmosphere 
designed by the writer 
"Sittin* all alone now, 
I took my ticket to ride. 
Just a matter of time now, 
Til iri lbcupin the sky, 
Comin'uponmcnow, 
1 'm king for a while , , . 
. . ,Do you tliink it's really the truth that you sec? 
1 'vc go t my doubts this li appcned to mc." 
Coin'Back celebrates a return to "those days when we were young 
enough to know the truth." "A little bit of courage," they say, 
"is all wc lack." The writer reaches tlic state of Natural Harmony ~ 
a new starting point - "just like the day of birth, a first awakening lo 
this earth." 
The militaristic beat of a cymbal heralds Draft Morning -
"Sun, warm on my face, 
1 hear you, down below, moving slow, 
And it's morning," 
The delicacy of the lyric is shattered by thouglits of war, which 
reach a deafening crescendo before fading back into reality. The voice 
asks "why should it happen?" 
The writer then escapes to a world of fantasy -
"Oh I'd rather go and journey 
Where the diamond crescent's flowing 
And run across the valley 
Beneath the sacred mountain 
And wander through the forest 
Where the trees have leaves of prisms 
And break the light in colours 
That no one knows the names of," 
Finally, the story ends -
"Standing in the airport 
I am getting off the plane 
Glad to be in London 
Even though it's pouring rain 
It's a bright sunny day 
When 1 see you run my way 
But it took mc thirty years to get to you," 
The second side of the album consists a series of unrelated num-
bers, which although lyrically good, make their instrumental backing 
their main claim to fame. Of particular note are Otange Isl^ow and 
tlic eerie Space Odyssey. 
The Notorious Byrd Brothers: Artificial EnergyiGoin' back/Natural 
Harmony/Draft Morning/Wasn't Born to FollowJGet to You/Change 
Is Now/Old John Robertson/Tribal Gathering/Dolphins' Smile/Space 
Odyssey. American Columbia Import. Union Record Library No FP 
102d. K.EB. 
THE MIND of 
PATRICK M^GOOHAN 
The Pri.soner - BTQ7, 7.30 Mondays, 
"I will not be catalogued, stamped, briefed, de-
briefed, filed, indexed or numbered! I am not a 
number, I am a free man!" 
These arc the words of No 6, and clearly define his stand on 
his own identity. He survives all tlic pressures a communitv, The 
Village, can bring to bear in an effort to make him conform, 
Patrick McGoolian, as No 6, becomes the hero type who preserves 
his individuality. An individualist's individualist, A demigod. 
To many, the final episode of this scries, seen on June 3, may 
have been reminiscent of tlie final scene of Casino Royale, but I 
believe it was filled with symbolic meanings and insight into out 
society. Typified, in simplified form, arc three forms of revolt: 
(1) mindless rejection of all authority, in the person of a young 
man; (2) administrator at the top, realising he is surrounded by 
morons, including himself; (3) the intellectual rebel who will com-
promise as far as his principles will allow. 
Having psychologically defeated No 2, No 6 is led before some 
type of mock pariiamcnt, and praised for having survived the rigours 
of The Village. His strength of character has defeated them, tlicy 
say. The members of the house are identically clothed in hooded 
robes with a half-white half-black faccmask, which may tndkate 
that mindless conformity knows no racial barrier. No 6 is invited to 
watch as the young man is brought in for an investigation, of sorts. 
His number is 48, but he refuses to wear it, or answer to it, or wear 
the usual village attire of skivvy and blazer. The presiding judge be-
gins to speak in legal language, and No 48 starts to ring the bell 
around his neck and sing "the toe bone's connected to the foot 
bone.,," 
The assembly quickly realise who has the advantage, and begin 
to chant along with No 48. Even the judge joins in for a while, then 
hits tlie gavel, the assembly falling silent immediately. Bringing his 
speech to the level of a beatnik, the judge continues. Chaos ensues as 
the assembly ape phrases and chant. This appears to typify our ex-
istence, where we imitate anyone who stands apart from the general 
now of things in fashion, politics, religion, hair. This 'personality 
cult' was fore^adowed earlier when No 6 passed many juke boxes 
all playing "All you need is love" by the greatest trend-scttcn of 
modern times. 
Number 2 was brought to trial, by some miraculous resunection, 
he turns out to have once been like No 6, but finally submitted and 
was given a job as an administrator. Never had he questioned No 1, 
represented by a blinking electronic eye, but now regrets his sub-
servience and stares into the eye of No 1. Patrfck McGoohan is 
offered freedom or No 2*s job. He accepts freedom and begins to 
What sliould we expect from an opera? It was 
Tliomas Paine who wrote "The .sublime and the 
ridiculous are often so nearly related that it is 
difficult to class them .separately. One step above 
the sublime, makes the ridiculous; and one step 
above the ridiculous makes the .sublime again," At 
first glance opera is ridiculously artificial, yet to the 
sympathetic mind this amalgam of music, drama and 
visual art lays bare the human spirit with greater 
effect than can any of its components in isolation. 
To do this properly of course a performance must come very 
close to perfection, and in view of the difficulties inherent in fusing 
so many diverse elements into a single organic whole it is obvious 
that the perfect performance is a rare pleasure indeed. Nevertheless a 
production can fall somewhat short of this ideal and still be enjoy-
able as an artistic venture, and on the whole I would describe the 
196S Brisbane season of the Elizabethan Trust Opera Company as 
enjoyable, Specifically, Puccini's The Girl of the Golden West 
was excellent, Verdi's Don Carlos was impressive, but Wagner's 
Tannhauscr, disappointing. 
The weak spots in Tannhauscr (on the youth night at least) 
were in the production, design and orchestra. Admittedly Wagner's 
works are difficult to produce in most theatres, and a touring com-
pany faces added problems, yet even allowing for such obstacles the 
sets were far from effective. The Vcnusbcrg was drab, the forest 
with its lollipop trees was inadequate, and the Hall of Song, though 
interesting, was no match for the music or dramatic content of the 
scene. Only in the very last scene of the opera did the atmosphere 
evoked by the setting come anywhere near the world of Tannhauscr 
that we find in the music. 
I'or Wagner's noble 'musikdrama' to make the impacl it de-
serves, it must be handled with great subtlety and lightness of 
touch. This was lacking in the recent production which, apart from 
some fine singing (especially by Raymond Myers as Wolfram) ex-
hibited little real feeling for the underlying mood of the drama. 
I he orchestra under Carlo l-elice Cillario seemed satisfied in accom-
panying the singers rather than in fulfiling its more important 
function of giving depth and meaning to characters, plot and 
emotional climate. There is always a tendency in live performances 
for sight to predominate over sound, and without really positive 
participation by the orchestra - especially in 'Wagner' - it is 
difficult for an audience to feel and understand the composer's fullest 
intentions. Good stage designing can do much to rcfiect and amp-
lify the mood of the music and should never be attempted without 
an intimate knowledge of the score. 
Don Carlos was an infinitely better production than Tannhauscr. 
Movement on the stage was much more polished and the design re-
vealed greater sensitivity, although by 'he sixth or seventh scene the 
ingenious and much adapted grille efftct was becoming a little 
monotonous. Special mention must be made of the costumes and 
lighting effects, both of «vhich were excellent. The orchestra, it 
appeared, certainly preferred Verdi to Wagner and played com-
petently. 
Five years after Verdi finished Don Carlos he wrote his next opera, 
Aida, a superbly balanced and mature work. In Don Carlos we see 
the beginnings of this new maturity so characteristic oiAida, Otello 
and that sublime swan-song, Falstaff, yet in the earlier work he ts 
hampered by a clumsy story. Don Carlos is so complex and frag-
mented - a condition not aided by the customary omission of the 
first act - that despite some beautiful scoring and the magnificent 
scene in the king's chamber, it lacks clear dramatic unity. 
TIte Girl of the Golden West had all the attributes of a fine 
production. Acting was excellent, and stage movement reached a 
brilliant climax with the chase and capture in the final scene. The 
sets were admirably conceived and executed and conveyed wonder-
fully in turn with the atmosphere of popular venue, snug alpine 
cabin and pre-dawn forest. The orchestra at times was enthusiastic 
to a fault but gave in this opera its best performance of the season. 
In view of the fact that // Trovatore in 1966 played to an 
audience that packed even the isles, I would suggest that any drop 
in numbers this year was due to the choice of operas and increased 
prices, and not to any falling off of general interest. Although box 
office consklerations are important, it would be unfortunate if the 
Trust felt obliged to avoid future performances of lesser known 
works merely to secure greater returns. As far as the language 
'problem' is concerned, 1 feel that this depends entirely on what 
type of work is being performed. If the opera is light and comical 
and therefore depends to a large extent on the successful presen-
tation of amusing comments and situations, it should be sung in 
English. If on the other hand it is opera serk then it should be sung 
in the original language and the only justification whteh need be 
given for this is that this was how It was written. The first phrase 
sung by Woglinde in Das Rheingold is Weia waga. Wage du Welle, 
walle zur Wiege. Wagala weia. Wallala, weiala, wela. No translation 
can do justice to such splendU sounds and still preserve the meaning. 
May I suggest that those who make a fuss about the words not being 
in English rather miss the point of opera and would be far better 
entertained (for it is entertainment they seek) by musical comedy. 
Peter G, Bassett 
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M^Luhan & Macbeth 
or 
The Fall of an Audio-Tactile 
a critical re-appraisal by Don Batchelor 
1 wonder that McLuhan's electric eye lit up King Lear as the 
Shakespeare play to illustrate his thesis. There could be no better 
example of the effects of print on the attitudes and fate of man 
than Macbeth. Emphasise the visual in life at the expense of the 
audio and oral and in a few short montlis a national hero fmds him-
self rejected by society, a tragic isolated figure feebly ranting against 
the visions that have betrayed him. 
and 
NUAUS Literature 
Arts Competition 
* Prose 
* Poetry 
* Journalism 
* Photography 
* Satire 
* Drama 
* Films script 
* prizes total S500 
* publication of winners 
• open to all students of NUAUS 
constituents and graduates of less 
than one year's standing. 
Entries and enquiries should be ad-
dressed to TheCultural AffairsOfficer 
NUAUS, 52 Story Street, Parkville -
Victoria. 3052, 
Conditions of entry available at Union 
Office. 
CLOSING DATE JUNE 3QTH 
Scotland, before Macbeth, is an 
acoustic paradise, a land of old mytlis, 
a home away from Homer. The bloody 
battle against the Norwcyan hosts is 
quite particularly presented in the 
play as a heroic tiarrative. It is as if 
we enter the theatre to hear the dying 
strains of an epic poem. No action 
is presented on stage but the wound-
ed captain and Ross, like minstrels of 
the old world tell us of the battle 
in resounding poetry. The Scotland 
of Act I is the Scotland of oral tra-
dition. It is also a Scotland strong, 
noble and united, this is McLuhan's 
village and tribal culture - at-one-
moment, involvement in a wholeness. 
The business of one man is the busi-
ness of all. Every man is nciglibour to 
everyman and vice versa. 
But this noble unity and harmony 
cannot last. The witches are abroad. 
As always, before they appear, Shakes-
peare demands a clap of thunder, as if 
to shatter the old world acoustic har-
mony; for the witches are about to 
beguile the eye, and confuse the car. 
Most significantly, Macbetli's first 
statement in the play refers to sight: 
"So fair and foul day 1 have not 
seen" . . . in dramatic contrast to 
the first words of Duncan, who asks 
for a verbal report. Confronted by 
the witchcs,evenBanquo is distrubcd, 
and realises that some strange new 
dimension is being added to his ex-
perience.He sees old women but says, 
"Are you aught that man may quest-
ion?" Macbeth, too, senses that these 
are creatures from a non-oral world: 
"Speak, if you can!" But thougli the 
witches have power to "look into the 
seeds of time", tliey have forfeited 
some of their power for verbal com-
munication, Macbeth calls them "im-
perfect speakers". Shakespeare subtly 
highlights this inadequacy of speech 
by putting into the mouths of the 
witches a generally inferior brand of 
doggerel verse, so lame in fact, that 
some "literatc"critics, have attributed 
it to other authors like Middlcton, not 
realising Shakespeare's deliberate in-
tention. Elevate the eye to pride of 
place in the sensory make-up and the 
mony of the acoustic paradise to dis-
cord. But the witches have caused 
him to sec himself as king, and his 
wife keeps urging him to self-assertion: 
. . . "Art thou afearcd 
To be the same in thine own act 
and valour 
As thou art in desire?... 
Letting '1 dare not' wait upon 'I 
would',,.." 
And so, urged on by his sights and his 
growingindividualism,Macbeth murd-
ers Duncan, bringing chaos to the 
whole acoustic world. It is a deed so 
horrible that Macduff cannot find 
words any more to tell about it: 
"Tongue nor heart cannot con-
ceive nor name thee!" 
"Confusion now hath his master-
piece; 
Most sacriligious murder hath 
broke ope 
The Lord's anointed temple and 
stole thence 
The life of the building." 
The power of the oral worid is gone. 
This new and horrible deed is some-
thing one must see. It cannot be 
spoken of: 
. . ."Do not bid me speak. 
See, and then speak yourselves." 
From this moment the whole oral 
world is out of joint. Murder and 
mayhem follow, and Macbcth's indiv-
idualism deteriorates to isolarion. As 
the final battle approaches, his thanes 
desert him, his servants insult him: 
"And that which could accom-
pany old age. 
As honour, love obedience, troops 
of friends, 
I must not look to have;" 
But finally, and most dcvastatingly of 
all, the eye which has beguiled him 
to be king, betrays his very king-
dom. One of his soldiers reports: 
"as! did stand my watch upon the 
hill 
I looked toward Birnam and anon 
mc thought 
The wood began to move." 
The final resolution comes in a terrible 
fight between Macduff, representing 
the resurgent oral world, and Mac-
beth, confused and betrayed by the 
visual world, Shakespeare docs not re-
port this great battle in epic poetry as 
he did the opening wars. He put it 
tlierc before us on the stage. It is a 
devastating piece of irony to make the 
audience watch the tragic death of 
someone betrayed and ruined by the 
power of the eye. 
When Macbeth is slain the visual 
world dies with him, and the oral 
world is restored. The Thane of Ross 
enters immediately to report the 
death of young Seyward. It is no acci-
dent that Macduff leads the final 
salutation to the new king and in 
words which restore the proper rela-
tionship and orders of the visual and 
oral senses.: 
" , , , The lime is free, 
I see thee compassed with thy 
kingdom's pcari 
That speak thy salutation in their 
minds. 
Whose voices I desire aloud with 
mine. ~ 
Hail, King of Scotland!" 
Shakespeare, a playwright, not a 
novelist, had clearly realised the terri-
ble toll that the printed word was tak-
ing on Renaissance man. In this play 
he has created an allegory, desperately 
warning his fellow men against the 
dangers of literacy.Would that he had 
succeeded. There would have been no 
need for modern education, national-
ism would never have arisen, there 
would have been no Industrial Rev-
olution,materialism would never have 
poisoned our lives, and it would have 
been unnecessary for me to write 
this article. 
The College Players 
at Festival Hall 
Macbeth 
St ond July t^ 2 
Concession bookings: Refectory or Palings. 
Only $7-00 
to look this gi 
[BBhiradthediimsr snttirom RJLFoni^^ 
I 
It was a dress-up do. 
A dinner suit was required. 
R.H. Formals had the answer. 
Only $7,00 for a $70,00 look. 
Accessories also available. 
Pull Tail Suits 
(complete) only $15.60. 
Business or Lounge Suits 97.00. 
RHroimAis 
3rd Floor, Rothwell» Chainl»r», 837 Bdward Streat, BrUbane. 
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B«it t June 22 24 25 26 27 28 29 
Admission: 80c Group Booking 10 & over-60c 
SEIVIINAR after Performance: WED 28 
ACTION THEATRE 
UNIVERSITY THEATRE 
OPENING FRIDAY 2tst JUNE A DRAMSOC PRODUCTION 
Available now to graduates and teachers,,. 
lmpottant,saf(sfying, prestige 
career^ as commissioned 
Instructor Officers in the 
Royal Australian Navy! 
Lodge your application without delay. 
aUALIFICATlONS 
(a) Graduates in Science, or in any other faculty with a 
major in Mathematics or Physics, preference being given 
to qualified teachers, or graduates in any faculty with 
majors in English, History or Geography. 
(b) Qualified teachers with passes in Mathematics or Physics 
to First Year University standard. 
(c) Be under 30 years of age on entry. 
CONDITIONS OF SERVICE 
Graduates will be offered permanent commissions or, if they 
prefer, short-service commissions of ten years. Non<graduate 
teachers will be offered short-service commissions of ten 
years. Short-service commission oflScers may be offered per-
manent commissions on completion of a suitable degree. 
Applicants under the age of 23^ years, if successful, will be 
entered as probationary Sub-Lieutenants and promoted to 
Lieutenant at 23^ years. Applicants over the age of 23^ will 
be entered as probationary Lieutenants. Promotion to 
Lieutenant Commander is made on attaining 8 years'seniority 
as Lieutenant. Graduates, however, will be promoted to 
Lieutenant Commander at the age of 31^ years or after 5 
years' service, whichever is the later. 
The possession of a Diploma of Education or specified years 
of teaching experience may entitle graduates to commence on 
higher than the basic salary for rank on entry. 
Promotions to Instructor Commander and Instructor Captain 
are made by selection to fill vacancies. 
SALARIES 
(Including marriage allowance) 
Instructor Sub-Lieutenant $3,657 
Instructor Lieutenant $4,289-$5,749 
Instructor Lieutenant Commander . . . . $6,249<.$7,183 
Instructor Commander $7,493-$8,056 
Instructor Captain $8,369-$8,932 
Single officers receive $639 less than the above rates. 
DUTIES 
Instruction of officers and sailors in academic subjects and in 
a wide range of subjects generally associated witii tedbnical 
training. Opportunity is given to selected Officers to special-
ise in such subjects as electronics and navigation or to become 
practising meteorologists. 
FuH detaiis and application 
forms are available from 
Commander R. 0. Brasch, 
R.A.N. Navy Office, 
Canberra, A.C.T. 2600 
AuthorlMd by tha Director General of Racruitlng. Otpartment ol Defenc*. N 1012.123.58 
AMI^ K 
The University Bookshop 
Announces 6 new Penguins: 
Political Leaders of the 20th Century - DeGaulle 
Alexander Werth $1-00 
Howto take a chance 
Darrell Huff .65 
A light hearted introduction to the laws of probability. 
Reinhart in Love Thomas Berger $1.30 
Work - twenty personal accounts 
ed. by Ronald Fraser $1.00 
To an early grave Wallace Markfield .80 
Racial Discrimination in England 
W.W, Daniel $1.00 
Progressive young men and women have an eye to 
the future. Those with a University background 
have qualifications which open the way to 
high positions in industry and commerce. 
ICIANZ, Australia's largest manufacturer 
of chemicals, has openings for graduates 
of all faculties. 
Company representatives will visit the 
University and will be glad to discuss 
career opportunities with final year students. 
)und 
eyeto 
the 
future 
To arrange an appointment please contact: 
Mrs. M. G.Shackleton of the University Appointments 
Board. Date(s) of the visit: 29-31 July, 1968. 
IMPERIAL CHEMICAL INDUSTRIES 
OF AUSTRALIA & NEW ZEALAND LTD 
ICI.IMO.B 
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yV\PGoohan • from p.5. 
address the assembly, but as soon as he says "1" , the whole assembly 
chants it, louder and louder. Tlicy, representing the community at 
large, sense a new personality about to take over and are eager to ape 
it. 
No 6 makes a rush to find No 1, tears off several rubber masks, 
but No I escapes. Numbers 2,6 and 48 escape in the back of a tiuck 
after a gun battle, and a huge rocket with number one painted on the 
side lifts skyward. The Village is thrown into panic as all the inhab-
itants try to escape in all directions. 
The truck carrying Ihc three ex-prisoners is driven towards 
London, which appears only 27 miles away. On the way they are 
passed by a dark Rolls-Royce limousine, driven by a gentleman in 
morning suit and bowler hat, who stares uncomprehcndingly at No2, 
No 6 and No 48 celebrating their escape to the accompaniment of 
"Dem Bones". The truck stops and the young man. No 48, begins 
hitchhiking his way across London; No 2 walks along the street and 
into a buQding that looks like a government department; and No 6, 
accompanied by the valet, goes to his flat. No 6 immediately goes 
for a drive in his Lotus which was parked outside, and the valet 
stands on the welcome mat - the door opening electronically, as in 
The Village. 
You may think this a collection of unrelated incidents, but I 
believe it is higlily significant. The escape of Nos 2,6 and 48 shows 
that all forms of revolt arc workable. No 6, when he rises to speak, 
finds that, far from changing the attitudes of the assembly (represent-
ing us), they merely copy him instead of soinconc else. What signif-
icance have the 27 miles from London, and the electronic door to his 
flat. The Village is not only in the Western world, but is everywhere 
in it - even in liis own flat. The fact that he does not go in shows 
tliat he will not accept the establishment entirely, and his choice of 
car is certainly not conformist. 
Many questions remain to be answered. Which side runs The 
Villagel It no longer matters. Who is No I, and what docs the 
rubber-mask sequence mean? I believe No 1 is God, and the m.isks 
being torn off indicate that an individual must be prepared to 
search for the true nature of God. Who does the valet represent? 
Senior Public Servants, perhaps? Then who does the proper English 
gentleman represent? The very image of conformity. What tlien 
docs the rocket have to do with this? A type of resurrection, a re-
birth of the spirit of every man, the freeing of individual thought 
personalised in No 6? 
Does No 48's tunc indicate the totality of the nature of man? 
Congratulations to Patrick McGoohan on fine writing, direction 
and performance. 
Lf\rB. fteUii 
iefec. 
A 
r 
rt4S f^M Oi/n g/c 
AA 
r,'se lA ikz 
U>.;0s 6;6s arc, 
/ A / 
1 Ohit 5*. ; 
Motitt. 
Nick Booth 
ungratefully disacknowledges 
This stndantirollBd into 
Bothnralb wifhont acBDt. 
...came ontwith a Dsnrsiiit, 
nev shirts, and ahanv 
smile. So can yon. 
He opened a Student Career Credit Plan. 
It's specially made by Rothwells for people 
like you. Lets you get the clothes you want 
now, pay in instalments spread over an agreed-
on time. And we don't charge interest. Talk 
to our friendly Credit man and make the 
arrangement that suits you. He's on the 2nd 
floor and he's very understanding. 
p.p.ii. the non-assistance 
Wanganul Gardens 
June 27 $7 double 
Tickets from Union Shop 
given by 
Ken Bradshaw 
in the preparation 
of this issue. 
Rothmlls 
237 Edward Street, Brisbane 
SUIT HIRE 
ISLES LANE, BRISBANE 
TELEPHONE; g 7612 
PANTLUS 
dry deaners 
LEAVE GARMENTS 
AT UNION SHOP 
1969 GRADUATE PROGRAM 
Since 1953 Ford of Australia has been 
introducing University Graduates to the 
challenge of modern Industry through a 
formal 1 year programme of training and 
development. A booklet describing the 
programme is now available from the 
Student Counsellors' Office. 
Final year students and Graduates may discuss the programme 
and their careers with the Ford Representative who will be 
visiting the University on the following days: 
CAMPUS INTERVIEWS: 
Monday 1st, Tuesday 2nd, Wednesday 3rd July 1968. 
Interviews may be arranged through the Student Counsellors' 
Office. 
Alternatively, enquiries may be directed to 
The Graduate Training Co-Ordinator, 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF AUSTRALIA LIMITED, 
Private Bag 6, Campbellfield, Victoria. 
Telephone 359-0211,Ext 2180. 
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CvoiiVo) 
The Volvo 144S, the subject of this road test, is a new car to 
most Queensland motorists. Firstly, the marque was unknown for 
lack of a distributor until recently; and secondly, the 144S is the 
latest model in the range which is subject to very infrequent change. 
For information's sake, Volvo are a Swedish concern, being to what 
Mercedes are to Germany and Rover to Britain. Like both these 
marques, almost fanatical loyalty is shown by owners - loyalty 
which is fully justified. 
The three marques are the world leaders in safety engineering. 
For instance, in 1959, Volvo began fitting seat belts to all models 
as standard equipment at a time when most makers had not heard 
the word "safety". 
The 144S is the Swedish counterpart of the Rover 2000TC,The 
144 series has almost the same proportions and general shape as the 
Rover. In regard to safety, the 144 is to Volvo what thc200Ois to 
Rover. Uoth share pre-determined crumple rates for engine com-
partment and boot, exceedingly rigid structure, properly padded 
dashboard with no projections, as some of their passive safety 
features. On the road, both arc very similar in performance, handling, 
braking and ride. In fact a choice between the two vehicles could 
only be made on the bases of personal preference to a marque and 
deference to price. (Volvo I44S, J3996;Rovcr 200QTC, $4875). 
The Volvo is a conventional car. It possesses a front-mounted 
in-hne four-cylinder pushrod motor, rear wheel drive through a live 
rear axle, four wheel brakes, cam and roller steering system, etc. 
But apart from having similar design there is little in other con-
ventional saloons to rival the Volvo. Here we have the FINEST 
conventional designs available combined. 
Take the engine, for example. Volvo have used the same basic 
unit for the last ten years. The cunent engine of capacity 1780 
cc (109 cu in) is ovcrsquare with bore of 84mm and stroke of 
80mm. So what? Well to begin with the engine is possibly the 
most rugged and reliable unit of any capacity available today. The 
five-bearing crankshaft has a main bearing area almost equivalent to 
that of the current 283 cu in. Chevrolet V8, and is exactly twice 
that of the MGB five-bearing unit (1798cc). 
This unitdemandsa 1:4 Benzol: super mixture for smooth running 
because of its 10:1 compression ratio. In return it gives the car per-
formance better than cars of almost the same weight, of twice the 
capacity, with two more cylinders. In fact, this car is an indictment 
of the reject American designs which are compulsorily inflicted 
upon us in Australia. 
The performance (sec panel) is such that, combined with the 
handling and braking ability of the car, it is quite natural and safe 
to travel 20mph faster than general road users in any situation. In 
fact, I consider the performance ceiling the optimum for road use 
(cf. 4.2 E-type). 
Of course, there is a price to pay for this standard of performance. 
In this case it is noise. The engine, on quick increase of revolutions, 
produces a pleasing but obtrusive turbine-like whine. The extra-
ordinarily smooth unit loves revs and feels unburstable, with no 
noticeable vibrant periods. At constant revs noise is not ex-
cessive. 
IT'S NICE GOING WITH 
PETROL, SUPERCHARGED WITH 
POWER ALCOHOL - FINAL/FILTERED 
Y o u r nearest Amoco Service Station — 
GARY DALTON AT ST.LUCIA GARDENS 
S e e Gary and let him make it worth your while. 
Volvo 144S by Courtesy of Mike Byrne Motors 
The considerable output of this efficient unit is transmitted to 
the road via a four-speed close-ratio gearbox, single disc diaphragm 
spring clutch, and divided propcUor shaft. 
The long gearstick is visible evidence of the direct linkage which, 
I think, is as good &sany remote change I have tried. Tlie gearbox is 
strongly spring-loaded in the 34 plane, which assists the 2-3 cliangc 
under hard driving, and gcncially giving definateness of direction and 
precision to changes. Changing requires strength • none of this flick, 
flick oil-stirring of other boxes. This could be caused by the very 
strong synchromesh. But this heavy cliange is an asset in the feeling 
of strength that it conveys - one is not afraid to use the gearbox to 
the full. In fact, this feeling of tautness and strength is can-icd 
throughout the car; and the owner of a Volvo is transformed in-
to a driver by virtue of the confidence that the car inspires. 
The close ratios of the all-syncromesh gearbox, combined with (he 
not-too-flexible engine (understandable!) make frequent changes 
necessary around town, and the strong clutch must be endured, but 
out on the open road the car is transformed into a delight with 
80mph easily attainable in the ideal third gear for passing man-
oeuvres. 
The controls and instruments arc very well designed and placed, 
everything except the radio being within reach with scat belt on. 
The gearstick faUs naturally to hand, and the pedals arc very well 
spaced for heel-and-toeing, though this operation is rendered almost 
unnecessary by the very strong syncromcsh and vast braking power. 
The brakes - 11.6 in. discs all round - are very light and pro-
gressive. Because of their performance, pressure-limiting valve and 
unique double-circuit safety system, these brakes have been ranked 
as the next in production to date. 
Lights are such that, on low beam, other road users sue signalling 
to turn them down. 
The handling is superb. The car can be set up to almost neutral 
characteristics by playing with tyre pressures. The suspension is by 
coil springs all round, tlie spring rates being soft combined with 
strong dampers, this being the present vogue in suspension settings. 
(Volvo were on to this one years ago.)Body lean is considerable, 
but nevertheless one may corner as fast as one dares, the handling 
being completely controllable, whether initial undcrstccr or final 
ovcrsteer. 
The soft ride combined with the most adjustable (and therefore 
comfortable) seats in any car (even adjustable for "hardness") make 
driving the car through the precise, well-geared steering no effort 
and, in fact, a pleasure. The road feel of the steering, combined with 
the 30ft. turning circle, gives great manoeuvrability at both low and 
high speeds. The test car was equipped with Swedish G8*s, which 
have now been replaced by Pirelli Cinturato's as standard tyres. 
The clean lines and extraordinary glass area contribute to pro-
duce a very good-looking car. Underneath the rear skin is the boot 
which instigated the Defeat High Drivc-In Prices Campaign • it is 
simply enormous. The engine bay is also very large, making for an 
easily accessible engine beneath its counterbalanced bonnet. 
No car is perfect, and the 144S is open to criticism on some 
points, the primary being the noise ievei from road and engine. The 
scats, while built for Swedish-sized individuals and being the best 
combination of comfort and support 1 know, are made of a sweaty 
material not suited to our climate. The car also needs a tachometer 
in the interests of economy if nothing else. 
Finally, I regard this car as the optimum combination of economy 
(24mpg over 507 hard-driven miles), performance, handling and com-
fort available for the price. An even better combination (a little 
more expensive) would be the same car with overdrive as this, 
having lower gearing, would be more tractable, but would still re-
tain the standard version's cruising ability. Perhaps the final im-
pression of the Volvo of most importance is that the car feels like 
no other car or no "class" of car. It is remembered as a Volvo 
and this individuality is the badge of a true quality automobile. 
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Semper regrets that lack of space in this issue pre-
vents us from giving specifications. These are avail-
able from the dealers, Mike Byrne Motors, or on the 
wall outside Semper Office. 
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LET GEORGE DO IT 
SOLVE YOUR REAL ESTATE PROBLEMS 
BUYING SELLING OR RENTING 
WE SPECIALISE IN SERVICE 
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FLATS HOUSES TO RENT 
THE WESTERN SUBURBS SPECIALIST 
GEORGE STEVENS REAL ESTATE 
PTY. LTD. 
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